The participation of practitioners in transdisciplinary sustainability research has been heralded as a promising tool for producing 'robust' knowledge and engendering societal transformations. Although transdisciplinary approaches have been advanced as an effective avenue for generating knowledge positioned to question and transform an unsustainable status quo, the political and power dimensions inherent to such research have hardly been discussed. In this article, we scrutinise the constitution of participation in transdisciplinary research through a power lens. Guided by social theories of power and a relational understanding of participation, we analyse how diverse actors equipped with a variety of material and ideational sources wield power over the subjects, objects, and procedures of participation. We applied a qualitative meta-analysis of five transdisciplinary projects from a major German research funding programme in the field of sustainability to unveil the ways in which the funding body, researchers, and practitioners exercise instrumental, structural, and discursive power over (i) actor selection and (re-)positioning, (ii) agenda setting, and (iii) rule setting. We found that researchers primarily exert instrumental power over these three elements of participation, whereas practitioners as well as the funding body wield primarily structural and discursive power. By elucidating tacit and hidden power dynamics shaping participation in transdisciplinary research, this article provides a basis for improving process design and implementation as well as developing targeted funding instruments. The conclusions also provide insights into barriers of participatory agenda setting in research practice and governance.
Introduction
The United Nations' '2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development' is a prominent example of how a rethinking of our ways of researching and governing sustainability problems has become a priority on the international policy agenda [1] . In the face of complex and highly interconnected problems such as those embodied in the Sustainable Development Goals, calls for new, often participatory approaches to science and knowledge production have gained momentum [2] . Such proposals are generally rooted in the perspective that the monopoly of science over the production of trustworthy knowledge that should 'speak truth to power' is deficient in the face of complex problems [3] . In response to these 'grand' societal challenges [4] , science policy and research funding programmes under the umbrella of 'responsible research and innovation' increasingly ask researchers to co-create knowledge with policymakers, businesses, and civil society actors [5, 6] , thus extending knowledge production to actors beyond the scientific realm.
In sustainability research, transdisciplinary (TD) approaches that incorporate practitioners and their expertise into the research process have emerged as promising tools for ensuring relevant research agendas, 1 producing 'robust' knowledge and engendering societal change towards desirable futures [7] [8] [9] . Societal goals commonly associated with TD research relate to the empowerment of certain ideas as well as the participating practitioners ('power to') [10, 11] or to the stimulation of societal learning ('power with') [12] . In order to unleash this potential, design principles of TD research allude to ideals of 'co-leadership' and interactions between researchers and practitioners on 'equal footing' [11] [12] [13] , thus assuming a 'symmetry of enlightenment' between researchers and practitioners and implying balanced power relations between the heterogeneous participants [14] . Such ideals also manifest in popular conceptualisations of participation in TD scholarship in terms of practitioners' degree of influence on the collaboration [15] , thereby taking up the quest for power redistribution to the 'powerless' as represented in Arnstein's much-cited ladder of participation [16] .
However, living up to these ideals in the practice of TD sustainability research can be challenging. Desired sustainable futures and their associated pathways are hotly contested [17, 18] , and recognising participation as relational processes [19, 20] that are co-produced with the socio-political context [21] demands the disclosure of the negotiations, conflicts, and power dynamics that shape these processes. As Nowotny et al. put it with regard to the space between research and practice, called the 'agora': 'The agora, therefore, is not an empty or an anarchic place; […] Of course, it would be naïve to claim the agora is devoid of power structures and power struggles. Power certainly matters' ( [22] , p., 211).
In line with this view of the significance of power at the research-practice interface, scholars have increasingly stressed the need to recognise the entanglements of power and participation in TD research [10, [23] [24] [25] . Previous studies have examined how power relations among researchers [26] , between researchers and practitioners, and among practitioners influence processes and outcomes of participation in research [10, 27, 28] . Against the backdrop of funding contexts and the wider academic system [29] , the unequal distribution of financial and time resources has been found to engender power asymmetries between researchers and practitioners in TD projects [24, 30, 31] . Moreover, in the context of wider macro-societal power relations, the dominance of individual participants has been reported as another manifestation of power occurring in both single participatory events [32] and over the course of longer-term TD processes [33] . Building on and combining diverse knowledge sources has also highlighted the varying degrees of reliability, trustworthiness, and authority which they are assigned [24, 34, 35] . Such reflections on power asymmetries between diverse participants have impacted the very conceptualisation of TD, as how strongly different practitioners influence the problem definition, the choice of knowledge production approach(es), and related decisions have been advanced as definitive criteria in distinguishing 'participatory' vs. 'consulting' approaches [36] .
Despite the growing recognition that 'power matters' and pervades TD processes [37] , empirical explorations of its role are limited, and existing studies have rarely been grounded in explicitly articulated understandings of power [38] . Among the very few studies that have offered empirical insights into how power shapes researcher-practitioner interactions, most have relied on single case studies and the perceptions of researchers, thus neglecting the practitioners' experiences. In this article, we scrutinise the constitution of participation practices in TD research through a power lens in an effort to illuminate the often tacit and hidden power relations shaping them. Guided by social theories of power and a relational understanding of participation, we ask how and on what basis different actors wield power over the subjects, objects, and procedures of participation in TD research. By means of a qualitative meta-analysis of five TD projects from a major German funding programme in the field of sustainability research, we unveil the ways in which the funding body, researchers, and practitioners wield instrumental, structural, and discursive power over (i) the actors, their roles, and respective positioning; (ii) the setting of the research agenda and the definition of issues; and (iii) the setting of rules governing their interactions. Through an integrated consideration of the different actors' exercise of power, we elucidate power dynamics and moments of shifting power relations. In assessing the very practices of participation that lie at the core of various approaches to researching and governing sustainability problems, this article contributes to critical sustainability and future-orientated studies that are aware of power dynamics and critical of their own practices. A better understanding of the often-hidden workings of power in TD research can facilitate a conscious reflection on power dynamics and thus contribute to more reflexive process design and implementation as well as provide guidelines for targeted funding structures.
The remainder of this article is organised as follows: Section 2 lays the conceptual and theoretical foundations, introducing dimensions and sources of power and relating them to key elements of participation. Section 3 describes the methods and the empirical materials used in this research. Building on the proposed theoretical lens, Section 4 presents findings of how different actors exercise power over participation practices, and then, we critically discuss theoretical and practical implications for research practice and governance in Section 5.
Theoretical framework
Our theoretical framework rests on two pillars: (i) relational theories of power and (ii) conceptual elements of participation. 
Conceptualising power
Power is a contested concept that is filled with a profusion of meanings. In this article, we rely on relational theories of power and follow approaches that integrate both structures and actors in the analysis of power. Following Fuchs and Glaab [39] and Partzsch and Fuchs [40] , we consider three dimensions of power, namely instrumental, structural, and discursive power. 2 Adopting this multidimensional framework enables us to study both the exercise of power by actors and the power embodied in established institutions and norms [43] . The exercise of power rests on different sources of power or varying combinations of sources. When needed, we complement conceptions developed for political decision-making processes with literature concerning power in participatory development research and emphasise particularly pertinent aspects regarding participation in knowledge production processes [42] .
Dimensions and sources of power over
Power over refers to power that is wielded over actors, structures, and discourses. Weber [44] established a widely used definition of power as the realisation of one's own will in asymmetrical relations. Power over is often distinguished along three dimensions [40] :
Instrumental power refers to the classic understanding proposed by Dahl [45] , who emphasised the direct influence of an actor over another actor and described power as the ability of actor A to get actor B to do something that B might not otherwise do. The capacity of actors to mobilise material sources in order to influence a decision or process is at the core of this dimension [46] . Instrumental power is visible in decision-making processes and formal rules [47] , as well as in the influence of actors on formal political decision-makers, such as via lobbying [39] .
Structural power builds on the work of Bachrach and Baratz [48] and focuses on the material and structural conditions influencing actors' decisions. In this broader notion of power, structural-material power predetermines processes of decision-making and non-decision making by shaping both the options and behaviour of actors. This concept focuses on the material and ideational structures that shape actors' decision options and allocate indirect and direct influence [40] . While from the perspective of instrumental power, the absence of certain actors from a process or debate appears to be due to these actors' own inaction, considering structural power allows us to understand the same observation as the result of a mechanism of exclusion and hence an exercise of power. For instance, structural power is exercised by restricting participation in decisionmaking to issues that align with the status quo [49] . This form of power is exercised through excluding or discrediting the concerns of others [47] . Structural power is also observed when the rules of the game allow some actors a smooth access to the process while hampering others' meaningful participation. In order to be heard, initially excluded actors who are granted access to a process may need to learn and adopt the language, behaviour, or knowledge of the powerful and incumbent actors in this process [46] .
Discursive power is derived from Lukes' [50] 'radical view' of power that can also be exerted if actor B consciously wants to do what actor A desires. Discursive power is exercised through influencing the desires and beliefs of B [51] . This dimension refers to invisible and subtle forms of power [47] , which rest primarily on ideational sources, such as values, norms, and ideas, when trying to influence an agenda or a process [39] . Knowledge and the control of it are key sources for the exercise of discursive power [46] . Relying on Foucault's [52] understanding of power, also the construction of subjectivity and individuality constitute an exercise of discursive power. Work on discursive power has highlighted that power not only pursues and serves interests but also generates them in the first place. This dimension stresses the role of accepted truths and knowledge about desirable developments, thereby uncovering the interrelations between discursive power, legitimacy, and authority [40] .
As briefly indicated in the above descriptions, each of the three dimensions of instrumental, structural, and discursive power draws on the conditions and resources necessary to exercise power. While the literature on power offers a myriad of categorisations of these so-called sources of power, scholars mostly concur in broadly differentiating between material and ideational sources of power [43] .
Material sources of power can be of actor-specific or structural nature and include the financial means that actors hold as well as their access to natural and technological assets such as communication infrastructures [43] . Material sources provide actors not only with direct decisionmaking power and agenda-setting power, but also the structural contexts that equip them with direct rule-setting or regulatory power. Agenda-setting power and rule-setting power overlap if agendas are about rules [39] .
Ideational sources of power derive from social constructs such as ideas, values, and norms [43] . In the context of this study, sustainability and sustainable development figure as such constructs. Similarly, perceptions of actors as legitimate, knowledgeable, or trustworthy can provide ideational sources of power. Like material sources, ideational sources of power are relative. For instance, the power of an idea-e.g., stakeholder participation in science-exists only in relation to other ideas-e.g., objective science. Authority, legitimacy, and knowledge constitute crucial sources of ideational power allowing an actor's power to increase in relation to others. Importantly, these sources of ideational power are interrelated. For example, knowledge becomes more powerful when it is linked to legitimacy, and actors tend to be perceived as more legitimate when they invoke certain kinds of knowledge [39] . Authority can be described as the socially acknowledged right to make judgments, take decisions, or conduct actions [53] , and it is formed by the relative status or position within the wider institutional context of the participating actors [54] . Legitimacy refers to an actor's ability to publicly represent a group of actors or speak on behalf of an issue. An actor can rely on legitimacy by invoking norms and values that are widely recognised or considered attractive. Hence, an actor with legitimacy draws their power from the status of the values they represent [54] . Likewise, the legitimacy of particular processes and measures is linked to their fit with dominant societal norms and may be enhanced through the framing of policy options or decisions in terms of such norms. The activation of attractive norms provides an important source of power to actors in pursuit of their interests [39] . Knowledge in the sense of the processing of information constitutes another ideational source of power [39] . Being attentive to the situatedness of knowledge [55] requires the acknowledgement that the different actors' status as credible and 'certified' experts affects what is considered trustworthy knowledge, fact, or even truth [56, 57] .
Conceptualising participation
Our perspective on participation encompasses the involvement of practitioners and the inclusion of their expertise in TD research. For the development of a power lens on participation in TD, we build on conceptual elements that have been developed in participation studies, particularly in constructivist science and technology studies.
Following the 'ecologies of participation' approach [21] , participation practices comprise three main elements: subjects (who), objects (what), and models of participation (how) ( Fig. 1) . 'Subjects' denotes the actors who take part in and enact a participation practice. 'Objects' refers to the issues at stake and the concerns that are debated and formed in the participation practice. 'Models of participation' refers to the procedural formats of the participation practice.
These three elements of participation-subjects (who), objects (what), and procedures (how)-are co-produced with the wider societal contexts as well as the knowledge and political cultures in which they are embedded [21, 58] . Conceiving of them as co-produced allows us to be attentive to power in the making of participation in TD research. Norms, discourses, and structures in the respective academic and practice contexts in which a TD project is set can shape power relations within that project in important ways. At the same time, a project and some of the participating actors implicitly or explicitly aim at altering or maintaining the surrounding structures, discourses, and norms or do so in unintended ways [59] (Fig. 1 ).
We assume that each of the constituent elements (subject, object, procedures) of participation practices in TD research provides opportunities for the exercise of power. Regarding 'subjects', power is wielded to include or exclude actors in a process and to convey status and roles among participants. Regarding the 'objects', setting the scope of investigated issues provides opportunities to wield power. Regarding the 'procedures' of how participation takes place, setting the rules of interaction and deciding on methods and locations constitute arenas for power exercise that determine who can meaningfully engage in the process. While analytically separate, knockon effects and path dependencies of power dynamics are conceivable across the elements constituting participation. For instance, the kind of power that different actors exercise regarding the 'procedures' might circumscribe some actors' options to shape the 'objects' of participation. Guided by this framework, we analyse how and on what basis different actors in TD projects exercise instrumental, structural, and discursive power over each of these elements of participation (Table 1 ). In the analysis, we distinguish three types of actors potentially exercising power-researchers, practitioners, and the funding body-and enquire into shifts in power relations between these actors in the constitution of participation.
Materials and methods

Programme context and project selection
This article is based on a meta-analysis of five on-going sustainability research projects that are part of a German research funding programme. The programme aims to foster societally relevant research that contributes to sustainable development. In order be eligible for funding, research projects must be interdisciplinary and include societal actors in the research process. Thus, the programme provides an empirical site for studying TD and participatory practices in the field of sustainability research. The funding programme was scientifically accompanied by a research project of which this study was part and which was conducted by an interdisciplinary group of researchers. The selection of projects for this study was based on the criterion of maximum diversity in terms of (i) institutions and disciplines, (ii) topics, and (iii) types of practitioners involved. Consequently, the analysed projects encompass a variety of sustainability issues and include researchers from diverse disciplines as well as practitioners with multifaceted professional backgrounds. The projects are part of two funding rounds ( Table 2) .
Data collection
We combined two types of materials. Firstly, we collected documents, including research proposals as well as programme documents such as the funding call and information material on the websites of the funding body. We conceive of such documents not as mere information containers that provide factual content on the (anticipated) research endeavour, but rather 'methodologically created communicative features' that require a consideration of the purpose (e.g., attracting funding), and the audiences for which they were produced (e.g., scientific reviewers) [60] . Secondly, we conducted 23 semi-structured interviews at different moments throughout the projects, consisting of 14 interviews with researchers and nine interviews with practitioners involved in the projects (Table 3 ). Relying on a purposeful sampling approach [61] , we addressed principal investigators (PIs) as gatekeepers and asked them to establish contact with those researchers who were closely involved in research-practice interactions as well as practitioners who were participating in the projects. As data collection proceeded, a snowball technique [61] was used to enlist further interviewees. The situatedness of this study in a research project that accompanied the funding programme had implications for the data collection process and our positioning in the field [55] . It entailed "fluid, every-changing positionalities" ([62], p., 747) in our relationship to the selected research projects and the actors within them, as well as to the funding body. Our position as 'official' accompanying researchers presumably gave legitimacy to the study and enhanced the researchers' motivation or even perceived obligation to participate in it. At the same time, being perceived in a role that was close to the funding body came with certain challenges, such as the fear of being evaluated and concomitantly a reluctance to granting an inside view into on-going knowledge production processes 3 . Since how interlocutors perceive the interviewer is a key issue when conducting interviews [64] , we paid due attention to explaining in detail the interest of the study (to better understand factors shaping TD research and participation processes therein) and to establish a trust relationship. Relations with the different interviewees varied according to their status (e.g. professors or PhD researchers) and gave rise to different power relations in interview situations [65] . The situatedness of this study within an accompanying research project introduced further actor dynamics to the research process. On the one hand, the relation between an accompanying research and the project 'under investigation' necessarily implies a relation of information asymmetries (i.e., we get to know their practices significantly better than they do ours). In order not to jeopardise the necessary trust relationship, anonymity, and confidentiality of any information obtained about the projects, its actors and processes were core principles of the accompanying research [66] . Throughout the research process, we affirmed interviewees that we were not evaluating projects and by no means reporting back to the funding body. On the other hand, the accompanying research heavily depended on the participation of the projects. In some situations, the interviewees clearly drew the boundaries of our access to their partners in the practice field, thus assuming a powerful position relative to our research. The interviews were semi-structured and problemcentred [67] . An interview guidance was used and adapted case-by-case. The guidance consisted of narrative questions about the initiation of the collaboration and the framing of the problem, the structures and forms of interactions between researchers and practitioners (including questions on decision-making processes, the division of roles, the kind of expertise exchanged), and the factors and boundary conditions shaping these interactions (including questions on resources). Additionally, actor influence mapping supported the interview questions about actors and their relations in the participation process [68] . On their basis, interviewees were asked to weigh the importance of the respective actors for achieving the overall project goal using a scale of 'very important', 'important' and 'less important'. They were 1 entrepreneur (SME) 1 company employee PI principal investigator, NGO non-governmental organisation, SME small and medium enterprise 3 The reluctance to share experiences with knowledge production processes might more generally reflect the uneasiness of granting an inside view on the messy processes involved in conducting (TD) research in a research culture that focuses on communicating the finished product rather than its making [63] . furthermore invited to label the forms of interaction as either 'information', 'consultation', or 'cooperation'-a scale commonly used to assess intensities of involvement (e.g., [69] ). Applying actor mapping proved effective for breaking the ice and guiding interviewees' attention to something tangible: the actors with whom they interacted. This facilitated interaction and allowed us to refer to these visual elements throughout the interview. The interviews were conducted in January 2016, June 2017, December 2017, and Mai-June 2018. Thus, while all projects were still on-going, they were in different project phases at the time of data collection (see Table 1 for project duration). All interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. With one exception, the transcripts as well as most of the documents are in German. We translated the quotes provided in this article into English.
Data analysis
All materials were managed, coded, and analysed with the qualitative data analysis software 'MAXQDA'. We applied a structuring qualitative content analysis [70] . Building on the theoretical framework elucidated in the previous section ("Theoretical Framework"), the interview material was deductively analysed to derive codes from power theories (dimensions and sources) and pre-existing conceptual elements of participation (subject, objects, procedures). 4 After the initial development of a theory-based system and definition of each code, we pre-tested its practicability with a sub-set of the material and discussed necessary refinements among the authors before proceeding with coding and analysing the entire material [70] . Although structuring qualitative content analysis is a 'concept-driven' coding procedure [71] , this approach allowed us to inductively refine the code system during the testing phase. Acknowledging pre-existing concepts while allowing for their adaptation to our study context was particularly apt for operationalising abstract power theories in knowledge production contexts. The aggregation of findings was done such that it enabled mapping the diversity of ways in which power is exercised and shifting between actors in participation practices in TD research while ensuring the anonymity of interviewees and projects.
We relied on a reduced coding system for the analysis of both programme documents and research proposals. Similarly to Felt et al. [34] , we followed Akrich's [72] approach to studying technologies and analysed the 'script' embedded in the funding programme, which constituted the immediate structures of action in which the actors engaged. We analysed programme documents regarding the ways in which they prescribed the subjects, objects, and procedures of participation in the projects. The qualitative analysis of project proposals strove to capture imaginations and conceptions of participation and take into account the discursive formations that provide a frame for the narrations of the actors involved [73] . The analysis was focused on the underlying understanding of TD, the actors involved, the procedures of participation planned, and their reflection in project structures and budgets. This approach supported the selection of projects for in-depth examination. Methods triangulation and data triangulation of sources were applied by combing different data collection methods and examining different data sources through similar methods [74] .
Results
In this section, we present the ways in which the funding body, researchers, and practitioners wield power over the subject, objects, and procedures of participation in the five TD sustainability research projects analysed. For each element of participation analysed below, we differentiate the three actors' exercise of instrumental, structural, and discursive power, identify the sources on which they rely, and highlight shifts in power relations between them.
WHO: power in actor selection and (re-)positioning
The analysis of the subjects of participation unveils that power is exercised in the selection and assembling of actors as much as in the definition of the roles they assume and their respective positioning. Interviewees' narrations demonstrate that there is no one single power configuration in the sense of researchers over practitioners or vice versa.
Funding body
The funding body sets the requirement of involving practitioners into the research projects; however, it does not set any guidelines concerning whom to involve and ascribes the authority to do so to the applying researchers. While the funding body does not prescribe which types of actors should be included, it discursively frames potential participants as 'citizens' and 'concerned societal groups' (funding call 2014, 15) and invokes broad concepts such as 'civil society' (webpage of funding body)-as opposed to constructing actors as 'stakeholders' or 'experts' for instance. According to programme regulations, only scientific actors, i.e., professors, are entitled to submit project proposals and assume project leadership. Co-leadership with practitioners is not an explicit consideration (funding call 2014, 15). Based on its material sources, the funding body thus appears as a distant actor setting the cornerstones for the initial distribution of power over the selection of actors and in so doing wields structural power.
Researchers
Given the above-described structural conditions, the researchers wield instrumental power and decide whom to include in and exclude from their projects. Their power to do so rests on their status as the legitimate decisionmakers of the project as embedded in material and ideational sources and is reinforced by their authority over project structures and budget allocations. Consequently, the five analysed projects were each characterised by an initial definitorial moment in which power lies with one actor group. This general tendency was narrated by researchers (AR1, AR2, AR3, ER1, BR1) and practitioners (CP1, EP1, EP2) alike, as exemplified in the below excerpt of one practitioner's description of their happiness about being chosen by the researchers. The depiction clarifies that the decision on with whom to work was taken by the researchers:
They [the researchers] had visited several organisations and said they would take a decision after talking to everyone. And yes, then the verdict has fallen on us, and we are glad about it [laughs] (CP1).
Thus, in these initial configurations, researchers exert power over practitioners, whom they position according to their needs. In the absence of detailed LOIs defining the roles of different actors (research proposals A-E), the researchers devise the initial conception and distribution of roles, including the TD interactions. Across the projects, researchers wielded discursive power in ascribing the practitioners a myriad of roles and characteristics; they appeared as those who are most legitimate and able to identify relevant problems (BR1, BR2, CR2, ER2), as gatekeepers and mediators between different fields and actors (AR2, BR2, CR2, ER1, ER2), as multipliers and disseminators who spread research findings within their networks (AR3, AR3, AR4), and as an extended arm of the projects who will implement the research outputs (AR2, AR4, BR2, BR3).
Despite the researchers' instrumental decision power, in some cases -particularly when researchers were not established in their respective practice contexts -the selection of actors was perceived less as picking and choosing, but rather as a cumbersome and time-consuming exercise of convincing practitioners of the added value of participating (AR2, BR2, BR3, ER1, ER2). In contrast, narrations by researchers with established networks show that their entrenched status gave them credit, increased their trustworthiness, and endorsed them as partners among potential participants (AR2, AR3, AR4, BR3, CR2, ER2).
Both researchers (DR1b, DR2) and practitioners (BP1, DP2, EP1) depicted the process of extending and accepting invitations to participate as a negotiation process involving struggles over ideas and agendas. In a few such negotiations, researchers claimed that some practitioners conditioned their participation on high returns (DR1b, DR2) or 'acted in opportunistic ways' (DR2). Such attempts at negotiating collaboration terms and influencing agenda and rule-setting pushed the researchers to select other practitioners, thereby wielding instrumental power over actor selection on the basis of their authority as project leaders (DR1b).
Practitioners
Although researchers of the analysed projects were in charge of selecting practitioners and initiating the collaboration, starting and maintaining a collaboration is not a unilateral decision. Practitioners influenced the selection by clearly demonstrating their interest in participating or, conversely, articulating their scepticism concerning the project (BR3, DR2, ER2). Therefore, researchers do not wield total power over actor selection; practitioners decide to accept or decline invitations to participate, thereby wielding instrumental power over the future direction of the TD project (BR3, ER2).
Reflecting on their decisions to engage in their respective projects, practitioners who were part of larger companies or institutions particularly stressed that they could not have engaged in the project without support from important actors in their networks such as a superior in the company, the mayor in the municipality, or the director of the institution (AP1, BP2, BP3, EP2). Even when they are external to the project, such actors shape the setting up of collaborations and are influential in sustaining them. As their support means being authorised to participate, 5 they exercise structural power over the subjects of participation. If such authorisation is not given or is revoked, then collaborations are ended or invitations for future collaborations are declined (BR3). This condition speaks of a more general observation of the individual participant's embeddedness in wider power relations, which are more or less conducive to their participation in the research projects.
Although researchers predefined practitioners' roles and positions in the project, the interviewees uncovered configurations in which the researchers were positioned by the practitioners and expected to assume certain roles. In practitioners' narrations, researchers were discursively constructed as idea-givers and advisors (BP2, BP3, CP1, DP2), facilitators, organisers and project responsible actors (BP1, BP2, BP3, EP1, EP2), distant observers, or unpleasant evaluators (AR2, AR4). The exercise of power in the ascription of roles and 5 For both practitioners and researchers (AR2, AR4, CR2), the support of powerful actors in their reference field such as professors and PIs appears as a source of power: One interviewee who was positioned at the interface to practitioners explained that more PI support in the beginning would have facilitated the TD process. This suggests that PIs have power based on their status as professors; such support would have given more weight to the collaboration with practitioners and motivated practitioners to engage more deeply (CR2). characteristics is particularly accentuated when researchers try to immerse in the field, i.e., interactions do not take place in spaces provided by the researchers such as workshops (AR2, AR3, AR4, DR2, DP1, DP2). One researcher in an urban development project described how she experienced being passively positioned by practitioners and reflected on ascriptions which she perceived as unjustified. Recalling her participation in practitioners' meetings, she described being perceived as arrogant and giving unsolicited advice. She was attributed authority based on preconceived images of 'researchers' or 'scientists', which hampered interactions among 'equals'.
Stereotypes and assumptions about how the 'others' supposedly are and behave are discursively reproduced in the construction of actors. In her interpretation, her lack of knowledge of the cultural codes and behavioural norms in the practice context prevented her from being recognised as a legitimate actor, and the practitioners exercised power by delimiting her role in their association's meetings. Linked to this configuration of ideational sources, the practitioners exercised power by shaping the structural conditions of her entering the field. The same researcher shared her struggles to define her own role amidst the contrasting expectations of the participating public and third sector actors. While some voiced their discontent about being advised, others explicitly expected to receive advice:
On the other hand, other people wanted us, so to speak, to assist them and advise them on any actions […] Anyway, it was incredibly challenging to define your own role so that not too much expectation but also no rejection develops (DR2).
The PI of this project perceived that practitioners expected them to provide advice based both on their theoretical knowledge and relationships to important actors in the field. The PI interpreted the status of another researcher in the same project, who became a quasimember of another participating association and was allowed to document their activities, as recognition of his collaborator's legitimacy (DR1b). Hence, whereas the latter researcher succeeded in building ideational sources, the abovementioned researcher (DR2) was not accepted as a legitimate participant in practitioners' meetings. In both cases, the practitioners decided who was allowed to enter their every-day practices and used mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion and positioning actors at the centre or the periphery. Such exercises of structural power are rooted on their position in the practice context and their knowledge of behavioural norms.
Such diverse ascriptions reflect the ways in which the actors position themselves vis-à-vis their main reference field, i.e., the academic or the practice context. Power particularly surfaces when practitioners reposition themselves in reaction to conflicts or overstressed capacities (AR2, BR3, DP2, DR2). Power shifts occur as practitioners assert themselves by positioning themselves at greater distance to the researchers, thereby invoking norms in the practice context. They defend their interests and resist the roles that are being ascribed to them within the projects. The following extract from a practitioner working in the third sector reveals how mastering the communication and behavioural norms in the practice context constitute ideational sources of power and how its lack can create conflict:
There was this thing and someone was not happy recently and instead of calling this person-which is what we would do-she [the researcher] sent a very long email, which came across as offensive. And I told her, 'listen this is how you ruin relationships'. Since I was copied on her message, I received a call from [name of person] complaining what was going on. So, if the relationships here are lastingly spoiled, this is a problem. And I told her. Because this a cultural difference-while the researchers leave after the project, our work depends on sustainable networks (DP2).
Thus, not only the moment of initial selection of the subjects of participation, but also the sustained collaboration and commitment emerged in the interviews as decisive in the exercise of power. Particularly, practitioners' withdrawal or silent or outspoken threats of withdrawal constitute critical moments in shifting power relations through practitioners' manifestation of instrumental and structural power. According to the researchers' narrations, practitioners end their participation for manifold reasons. Some observed evidence of 'participation fatigue', which resulted in practitioners' decisions to refuse or end their participation despite repeated efforts from the researchers (BR3). Another researcher shared her disappointment in a practitioner's last-minute cancellation of a commonly developed teaching project due to a lack of financial and time resources, which strongly influenced the TD process and led to the collapse of the entire subproject. Researchers reported further experiences with the withdrawal of practitioners due to conflicts within their practice institutions (BR3), staff turnover, or a lack of trust in the relevance and usefulness of outputs (BR2, BR3). The latter reveals how practitioners exercise power by ending their participation or threating to do so if their concerns are not prioritised on the agenda or adequately addressed. In some practitioners' narrations, exercising power by withdrawing derived from a lack of sufficient financial support through the project and hence being neither responsible nor accountable for either the project's success or the quality of its outputs (BP1, DP2) ( Table 4 ). 
WHAT: power in agenda setting
Regarding the objects of participation, the funding body, researchers, and practitioners are found to exercise power in setting and shaping the agenda at different moments throughout the TD projects, in developing the research project and drafting the proposal, in defining and concretising research activities, and in setting the topics of meetings and workshops.
Funding body
The drafting of the research proposals that are submitted to the funding body constitutes critical moments of agenda setting. The funding body explicitly stresses its openness to any topic pertaining to sustainable development and does not predetermine the scope of possible issues to be included on the research agenda. Nonetheless, by calling for projects that promised to be not only societally relevant and contribute to sustainable development, but also scientifically excellent and original, 6 the funding body exercises structural power by means of its material sources and discursively frames the nature of research agendas worthy of funding (funding call 2014, 15).
Researchers
Prior to project approval, researchers' dominance in setting the agenda is observed across projects. Interviewees' narrations about the genesis of the research projects reveal that instrumental power lay with the researchers, who initially set the overall research agenda and chose the approach to implement it. Only at a later stage did they invite practitioners to contribute. In several narrations, this agenda-setting procedure was portrayed as an inevitable result of the funding application process. As mentioned above, the funding body wields structural power and exclusively authorises researchers to apply for funding, thereby putting them in the key position during the proposal development phase. Furthermore, the researchers hold the financial resources to do so, which in the absence of seed money for project development (AR1) marks a critical source of power. Hence, researchers' power over the initiation of the projects and the agenda setting is based on their status as researchers, which authorises them to draft and submit the project proposals.
The practitioners often struggled to delineate the research project from other activities in the field and did not generally consider researchers' dominance in initial agenda setting to be problematic (BP1, BP2, BP3, DP1, DP3, EP1, EP2). Only one practitioner explicitly established a link between being involved in agenda setting and commitment to and influence on the process as well as greater use of its outputs (CP1). Quite on the contrary, others claimed that due to limited time and financial resources, they would not want to be involved prior to the official project approval by the funding body. They lacked the material-structural sources to influence this early stage of agenda setting (AP1, EP1, DP2) or discursively reproduce ideas of what they considered a beneficial division of labour between research and practice (DP2). How the lack of material sources and the mobilisation of ideational sources can overlap is 6 Researchers' reflections on the challenges they encounter in engaging in TD work suggest that these two requirements do not always converge (BR2, BR3) and are in their experience easier to combine for some disciplines (e.g., architecture) than for others (e.g., political science). reflected in comments by a practitioner who worked in the third sector:
There will be many, many preliminary talks and meetings about something, which I cannot, well, I really cannot afford to have preliminary talks, [...] because that is research-a lot of time is taken into account without any output. I don't have that time (DP2).
I think it is great that researchers want to engage, but it is also dangerous because it politicises research.
There is a great division of labour if research stays true to its neutral character in pursuit of knowledge.
[…] Because otherwise research risks being guided or dictated by political interests and becomes dogmatic. This we would vehemently criticize if actors from the other end of the political spectrum would do, but if it fits our political colour, it is fine? I am not sure (DP2).
Practitioners
At the proposal stage, the degree of practitioners' influence on initial agenda setting diverged across projects. Interviewees participating in one project explained that problems and needs of practitioners were gathered during meetings and workshops in a preparatory phase and considered by the researchers drafting the proposal (BR1, BR2, BR3). Others recalled that the research agenda was developed based on scientific interests (AR2, AR4) before being discussed with the involved practitioners (AR1). Interviewees from two projects indicated that prior contact with practitioners or building on previous projects with the same practitioners enabled their interests to indirectly enter the research agenda. In such cases, the research agenda was developed against the backdrop of lessons learned from these previous collaborations (BR2, BR3, CR2). Across these configurations, the indirect influence and discursive power exercised by practitioners was rooted in the idea that research should be societally relevant and/or applicable. Several narrations suggest that the initial research agenda is adjusted after the project begins. In this process, practitioners' interests and dynamics in the practice context are considered (BR2, DR1b) and shifts in power relations occur. According to one researcher, the agenda inevitably has to be adapted to the reality in the field: I am very critical concerning standard science -you put into an application what you will be doing in three years, and then once in the field, naturally you find out one or two things and knock things over because the field does not do what you had written in your application. Weird, eh, that reality does not adapt to your application [laughs] (DR1b).
To varying degrees, the concretisation of the research agendas or selected working packages took place jointly with the practitioners. Smaller sub-projects as well as student projects (BR2, BR1, BP1, BP2, BP3, DR1b, DR2, DP1, DP2, ER2, EP1, EP2) and teaching projects (DR2, DP1) were defined in collaboration with practitioners. In some cases, practitioners approached the researchers with consultation requests based on their needs (BR2). In these few cases, the practitioners wielded instrumental agenda-setting power, relying on their status and knowledge of matters of concern in the practice context. Across these configurations, the practitioners relied on ideational sources and activated the oft-mentioned desire of researchers of 'giving something back' (AR3, BR2, BR3, DR2, ER1) to the practitioners and of keeping 'giving and taking in balance' (BP3, CP1, EP2).
Researchers from across the projects expressed the ideal of researching what really matters and what can be used by practitioners (AR2, AR2, AR3, AR4, BR1, BR2, BR3, DR1b, DR2, ER1, ER2) as opposed to 'ivory tower' research (AR3, BR3, CR2, DR2, ER1, ER2). In this context, those researchers spoke of a dependency on the practitioners, who wield discursive power over the formation of the research object-mobilising the ideal of conducting relevant and useful research to contribute to sustainability. Practitioners assume a powerful role in filtering which problems according to their values and interests are considered germane on the one hand, and which are realistically manageable on the other. As has been mentioned regarding actor positioning, researchers construct practitioners as the legitimatised to judge the relevance of the topic (BR1, BR2, CR2, ER2) as well as sufficiently knowledgeable to estimate the chances of uptake (AR2, AR4, BR2, BR3).
Asked about the setting of the agenda, practitioners also addressed the researchers' dependence on their inputs (BP1, BP2, EP2). As one policymaker participating in a regional development project explained:
Well, science depends on our bringing in problem areas, which we face. If we don't do that, they cannot do anything in these areas. So that's why I always had the feeling when I was there and participated that I was taken seriously and that I also had the opportunity to present our interest. That then it will also be taken into consideration (BP1).
The practitioner perceived themselves to exercise power over the research agenda due to their position in the practice context, which provided them with context knowledge and legitimised them to contribute to the identification of significant issues. Later in the interview, it became clear that mutual dependencies exist, while the researchers are dependent on practitioners for problem identification and ensuring that what is relevant enters the research agenda, policymaking needs research in order to be able to 'actively shape the future' (BP1). Several narrations indicate that practitioners see themselves not only as those most knowledgeable about the relevant problems, but also as the participants who are able and legitimised to assess the chances of implementing solutions and judge their practicability (AP1, BP1, BP2, BP3, CP1, EP1, EP2). This role perception is reflected in one policymaker's narration:
You were allowed to freely develop your ideas in the room and people from practice like us, you sometimes have to suppress a chuckle when one or two things are presented, because you know exactly that the idea behind it is great, but has zero prospect of implementation for whatever reasons (BP3).
In this filtering process, some issues are organised in and others are discursively closed down. Depending on the practitioners who are involved and their ideas and worldviews, they base their problem-framing on the judgement of what is relevant, thus referring back to the discursive power involved in actor selection and construction. In this context, the PI of an urban development project reflected on how involving different associations into research is part of a political environment, shaping the core of the research agenda in important ways:
When you join them at work, we are seen as revanchists and reactionary and with others, when we work together with them, we are regarded as neo-Marxist revolutionaries (DR1b).
The discursive power inherent to judging the relevance of an issue is traceable in the normative positions of researchers and practitioners regarding sustainability. Depending on the context and types of actors involved, powerful societal discourses frame the agenda and problem-solving approach chosen. For example, interviewees participating in a project on sustainable technologies involving private sector actors expressed the need for sustainability solutions to be compatible with economic growth (ER1, EP1, EP2). As the PI argued:
We really want to develop business models together with the companies, where they continue to have good returns, where they can continue to work profit-orientated, because otherwise it will not work, when you talk about zero-growth-society. Because we think otherwise the companies will disregard it and without them nothing will change (ER1).
The interviewed private sector practitioners also identified the requirement for the problem-solving approach to be compatible with economic principles, thus allowing for profit-making (EP1, EP2). Using discursive power, dominant ideas external to the TD project were reproduced in the collaboration process and framed the overall research agenda.
While researches and practitioners in the above project shared the same vision of sustainability, which shaped their perceptions both of the issue and possible solutions, perspectives diverged in other cases. Such situations reveal the powerful position of practitioners in making their values count in agenda setting (BR2, BR3). In a project on regional development and the role of the built environment, two interviewed researchers argued that the practices of the public sector actors involved in the project were inherently unsustainable due to the entailed land use and mobility practices. However, despite the clear divergence from the researchers' understanding of sustainability, both stated that they refrained from voicing this fundamental criticism to the practitioners and kept certain sensitive issues off the agenda due to their fear of scaring off the participating policymakers (BR2, BR3) ( Table 5 ).
HOW: power in rule setting and contestation
The analysis of procedures of participation illuminates the capacity of the three groups of actors to set the terms of interactions and define 'the rules of the game'. The exercise of power in rule-setting includes the timing of interaction, the design of formats, and the norms that govern the participation process.
Funding body
The funding body appears in researchers' narrations as a distant actor pre-determining the rules of participation. This perception of the power of the funding body is notably evinced in narrations about the rules according to which financial resources are allocated to researchers and practitioners (BR1, BR3, DR1b, ER1, ER2). For example, one researcher described the funding structures being such that 'traditional' scientific projects were called for:
Well, that was predetermined by the funding body, it is a really, a purely scientific project. No practitioners are directly involved, like for example in other programmes [name of programmes], who make some own contribution or co-finance the project; there you are tied to the funding body, so to speak. (...) But now you cannot influence it with this funding scheme (ER1).
This researcher interpreted the role of the funding body as setting the rules of interaction and structural conditions shaping their own behavioural options. The funding call does not mention the possibility of applying for funding for practitioners (funding call 2014,15). Hence, while not explicitly prohibiting financial compensation of practitioners, neither does it incentivise accounting for them in the budget plans. Accordingly, in only one project did both the interviewed researcher and practitioner mention financial resources provided for the latter in the form of a part-time employee's salary (CR2, CP1). Whereas various researchers perceived the unequal distribution of financial resources built into the funding programme as undermining their goals of co-creation and collaborating on equal footing (BR1, BR2, DR1b, DR2), practitioners' reflections on the role of financial resources were ambivalent. The lack of financial support was particularly problematized by interviewees from third sector organisations (DP1, DP2), who struggled with precarious financial situations, whereas public service and private sector actors did not perceive their capacities to engage to be circumscribed by a lack of material sources (BP1, BP2, BP3, EP1, EP2) . Rather than financial resources for participating in the process, the latter emphasised the provision of resources for implementing outputs.
Researchers
Even though the funding call uses 'transdisciplinarity' as a framing concept and refers to it in the very first paragraph (funding call 2014,15), it remains vague regarding the desired form of practitioner involvement and delegates the authority to set the rules of involvement to the project leaders. Across the five projects, the instrumental rule-setting power lay with the researchers. By means of their role as legitimate project authorities entitled by funding contracts and equipped with the necessary knowledge for developing and conducting research projects, they regulated the procedural formats of participation. Formal co-leadership with practitioners that would endow practitioners with rule-setting power was not practised in any of the projects.
Accordingly, in narrations across projects, researchers appear as the prime actors when it comes to setting the formats of interactions, planning of interactive events, selection of methods used to structure the interaction, and determining meeting locations (AR2, BR2, BR3, ER1, ER2). Likewise, the timing of interactions and the structuring of time schedules constitute powerful means of influencing the process. With few exceptions, the timing of interactions was determined by the researchers in accordance with their research schedules. Several practitioners perceived the exchange as driven by researchers' demands (BP2, BP3, DP1, DP2). Statements such as 'when from the perspective of the university there is reason to meet' (BP2) or 'when it is time for feedback' (AR2) indicate that the researchers determined when and on which occasions to meet and how to involve practitioners. While most practitioners did not problematize the control of time plans by researchers, one interviewee perceived his lack of information on what should happen when to hamper his involvement (DP2). Reflections on the setting of timing and formats of interaction unveil the discursive power of norms and perceived structural constraints related to wider temporalities in both the academic and practice contexts. Externally set project durations determined by the funding body (DR1b, ER2) and the 'projectification' of work in the third sector (DR1b, DP2) were critically evoked, and a synchronicity problem between research and practice (DP2) was perceived to confine the participants' behavioural options. For some researchers, decision-making and rule setting in a TD context meant sharing control of the process with practitioners. They referred to ideal principles such as engaging on 'equal footing' and at 'eye level' (BR1, BR2, CR2, DR1b, DR2, DP1 ). However, this sharing of control was not formalised in the decision-making structures of the five projects (AR2, AR3, AR4, BR2, BR3, ER1, ER2). The following researcher experienced this situation as a loss of control:
And yes, therefore my interim assessment is in the end: it is frighteningly challenging, and you must just put up with a lot and also accept it as it is and not try to change it according to your own ideas [….] Well, some interesting experience to work with practitioners, because, no matter how well you are prepared, you have a totally uncontrollable part in the whole thing (DR2).
Only in the project in which financial resources were allocated to a selected practitioner did interviewees from research and practice recall how they jointly set the formats used in workshops and meetings. Based on the practitioners' reactions, adaptations are made to the rules (CP1). While the practitioner in this project is involved in rule setting because her context knowledge allows her to judge whether the approach fits the local circumstances, the organisational decisions are nonetheless adapted to the professor, who indirectly influences rule setting. Inversely to examples discussed in the other projects, the practitioner explained that they set the dates and adapted their time plans to the availabilities of the PIs and professors (CP1). Concomitantly, the researcher managing the TD case restricted other researchers' access to the case in order to keep it functional. As she asserted, involving more people in setting rules and taking process-related decisions requires more time, thus illuminating a perceived trade-off between diversity and functionality (CR2). The following extract relates to power in so far as involving fewer people in setting rules and taking decisions allows for greater control and influence over the interactions:
[M]ore diversity would have been a lot more beneficial, of different people, minds; at the same time, it's a matter of focus what I could have done because diversity and co-creation processes and decisions on process, just how to get by with something, equals time (CR2).
Regarding participation in knowledge production, the negotiation and contestation of rules governing the process appear as exercises of power in which discursive formations are crucial. Interviewees from both groups narrated moments in which they renegotiated the rules of interactions. Such situations reveal tensions of engaging in TD processes (AR2, AR4, DP2). In their attempts to influence the rules of interactions, actors mostly relied on ideational sources such as norms and values regarding the appropriate relationship between research and practice. Three researchers from a project in the field of health and education recalled a conflictual situation in which a practitioner's attempt to erase questions from a survey resulted in their defence of scientific freedom (AR2, AR3, AR4)-an act of rule assertion. In this context, the researchers' discursive power mobilised widely acknowledged norms of good scientific practice and was rooted in their perceived legitimacy and selfconception as the actors in charge of setting the research approach. In reaction to a perceived attack on these norms, one researcher repeatedly stressed that a clear boundary with the practitioners was drawn when developing the data collection instruments because data collection needs to be a 'one-way street' (AR2). Her argumentation uncovers that the practitioners, in this case public service providers, are invited to participate in temporarily delimited ways. Asked about how the researchers deal with the practitioners' attempts to bend the rules of data collection practices, this researcher drew boundaries in order to preserve what she considered good scientific practice:
Because otherwise we move into an area where it becomes consultancy work, and that doesn't work that way. […] We try to find a diplomatic way, but it is not that easy to meet everyone's interests. I think we are in a negotiation position to say, if you do not accept our way of doing it, then we can't realise it in [your institution]. Because I think that would be the end of any scientific institution, if we let them dictate the questions of our survey (AR2).
In her perception, the researchers are in a strong 'negotiation position' to defend their interests, because as a last resort they can replace the practitioners by others-this is a position that she was convinced was supported by the PI. In this context, threating to end the collaboration-which was previously identified as a mechanism for practitioners to steer the process and its content-was used as an exercise of the researcher's power and relates to their perception of the practitioners as being 'exchangeable' (AR2). 
Practitioners
While researchers across the five projects were authorised as official project actors to set the rules, practitioners indirectly influenced rule setting or affected the procedures of participation through their decisions, thus emphasising the necessity of looking beyond formal decision-making when analysing power relations. Due to a perceived dependence on the continuous participation of practitioners, in setting the rules and terms of interaction, researchers strove to anticipate and accommodate the (imagined) preferences of practitioners, whether regarding locations (ER2), time schedules (ER1, ER2), or methods (BR2, CR2 ER1, ER2). In doing so, they set up the process such that it allegedly satisfied practitioners and complied with their habitual ways of collaborating. Thus, practitioners indirectly wield structural power over the setting of rules. The following reflection exemplifies how the researcher perceived a threat of losing needed practitioners, which affected the researcher's behaviour in subtle ways and resulted in her relaxing and adapting some rules:
I let a lot of flexibility, also trying to somehow compensate for their lack of commitment and accountability a bit. So, when I felt that they were not so committed, then I made it more flexible for them. And now I would probably, I would be more discipline[d] with them and say 'I expect this and this from you', 'deliver!', no [Laughing] (CR2).
How practitioners indirectly influence the rules of the participation process through their decisions becomes even more tangible when looking at data collection practices and researchers' field access. Practitioners' exercise of structural power rests on their position in the respective practice context in which they are perceived as the ones legitimised to take decisions. In collaborations with politicians and policymakers, this legitimacy is linked to their democratic legitimacy. Similar observations were made for practitioners who were not representative for the field or legitimised to speak on behalf of others. In these cases, their exercise of power rested mainly on their access to networks and the projects' target groups (AR2, BR2 CR2, ER1, ER2) as well as potential beneficiaries and multipliers of its outputs (AR3, AR3, AR4). This position in the practice context allowed them to mobilise further actors to engage with the project or its outputs. Their decisions to facilitate or complicate the data collection-such as the dissemination of surveys-affect the TD process. Practitioners across the projects explained that they approved data collection tools (AP1, BP1, BP2, BP3) or assumed the role of respondents themselves (DP1, DP2, EP1, EP2) in the case of both qualitative and quantitative approaches. Thus, they tacitly influenced the knowledge production process and shaped inputs into the research process. Being authorised by the practitioners and giving authorisation, respectively, likewise appears in researchers' narrations (AR2, AR3, AR4, BR2, BR3, ER2).
Taking up the previously mentioned conflict about data collection in a practice institution exemplifies how rules of data collection are contested by both actor groups, thus illustrating the back and forth shifting nature of power. Researchers of one project recounted how the involved public service provider prevented them from doing participatory observations and tried to influence survey questions, 7 thus delimiting the space of interaction (AR2, AR3, AR4). Besides restricting certain forms of data collection, the practitioners shaped rules on its timing and organisation; researchers were asked not to repeatedly bother employees, but rather to combine data collection activities. In such situations, the practitioners' structural power lies in their decision authority regarding any activities in their institution and in the silent threat of withdrawing from the project. In the researchers' interpretation, the circumstance that a presumably sensitive topic is to be investigated and the practitioners' fear to be evaluated leads them to contest the rules, i.e., keeping researchers away from activities that they consider to be sensitive (AR2, AR4). The practitioners exercise structural power by delimiting the researchers' access to their institutions, which allows them to keep certain issues off the agenda. In their role as 'gatekeepers'-which several researchers ascribed to their practitioners (AR2, BR2 CR2, ER1, ER2), they control researchers' access to the field (Table 6 ).
Discussion and conclusions
This article aimed at understanding how power is exercised in participation practices in TD sustainability research. For this purpose, it proposed and empirically applied a theoretical framework that links three dimensions of power (instrumental, structural, discursive) to three elements constituting participation (subjects, objects, procedures). The analysis of five TD projects-all part of the same sustainability-orientated funding programme-has shown that the three elements of participation practices each provide important, albeit interrelated entry points for the exertion of power in defining the actors, their roles, and respective positioning as well as in setting the research agendas and rules governing their interactions (Additional file 1: Table S1 ). In this section, we discuss the empirical findings in regard to the theoretical framework presented and to ideals of TD research. We highlight the interplay and simultaneity of dimensions of power and the context embeddedness of sources of power and reflect on the implications of our findings for research practice and governance.
The interplay and simultaneity of different dimensions of power
In this article, we have shown that TD interactions of researchers and practitioners are pervaded by an interplay of different dimensions of power. The diverse manifestations of power identified in our analysis (Tables 4, 5, 6) illuminate discrepancies between the ideals of TD of shared control, ownership, and co-leadership [11, 12] and actual practices in the five projects. Firstly, focusing on formal decision-making and the most visible form of power in its instrumental usage, researchers appeared as powerful actors across all three constitutive elements of participation. This interpretation supports previous findings on the powerful role of researchers in initiating and controlling TD as well as corresponding power asymmetries among researchers and practitioners [24, 30, 31] . Mapped on the continuum between consulting and participatory TD, four of the five projects (with slightly varying distances) would appear closer to the 'consulting' than the 'participatory' end of the spectrum [36] . Secondly, applying the multidimensional conceptualisation of power underpinning our analysis reveals that looking at the exercise of instrumental power manifested in the abovementioned power asymmetries provides only a partial picture. A consideration of structural and discursive power as well as instrumental forms illuminates the funding body's and the practitioners' influence on actor selection, agenda setting, and rule setting. The different actors' exercises of power uncovered a relational interplay of power between the funding body, the researchers, and the practitioners, thus revealing a more nuanced picture of power dynamics. By prescribing the kinds and ranges of project leadership, resource allocation, and topical foci, the funding body wielded structural and discursive power over participation practices in the projects. Given these structural conditions, by way of the authority transferred to them as project leaders, researchers simultaneously wielded instrumental power over the (pre-)selection of actors, the setting of the agenda, and the rules of interaction. However, situations of shifting power relations between researchers and practitioners and an interplay of different dimensions of power were exposed. Across the three elements of participation, the decisions of practitioners were influential and, in some cases, strongly impacted the process. Their influence became particularly tangible in their threats to withdraw or actual withdrawal from the process as well as in the contestation of rules, most notably regarding researchers' field access. Such exercises of instrumental and structural power were intertwined with the conditions prescribed by the funding body, which resulted in largely non-formalised collaborations and a limited accountability of practitioners. Moreover, the simultaneous exercise of discursive power by researchers and practitioners shaped the ascription of roles, largely upholding a traditional division of labour between those producing and those using knowledge.
These findings across the three elements of participation stress the need for a nuanced view on power relations that extends beyond dichotomies and binary conceptions of 'the powerful' and 'the powerless' actors in participation practices and their conceptual representations [19] . The need for more nuanced actor understandings is also reflected in the circumstance that practitioners do not problematize the described dominance of researchers. Unlike implicit to TD ideals of shared control [12, 13] , practitioners in the projects analysed herein did not necessarily want to play any decision-making roles or assume responsibility for the entire process [75] -not only due to a lack of financial resources, but also because the observed division of labour between researchers and practitioners aligned with their epistemological values regarding appropriate science-society relations. Since previous studies have established direct links between inequalities in funding structures and the lack of ownership for the process and conclude that the provision of financial resources will correct this shortcoming [38] , it remains to be investigated to what extent our findings are sensitive to the type of practitioner as well the specificities of the funding context.
Assessing the funding body, researchers, and practitioners may support the recognition and reinterpretation of different actors' influence over the process. Such reinterpretations are especially relevant if we follow Kanter's reflections [76] that power perpetuates power and powerlessness perpetuates powerlessness, thus suggesting that actors' behaviour is influenced by their assumptions about their own and others' power. We concur with Purdy ([54], p., 415) that a multidimensional examination of power can uncover 'mistaken beliefs and hidden sources of power that may reduce overconfident, defensive, or domineering behaviours' also in TD research, in which-according to self-proclaimed goals and design principles of egalitarian interactions-the use of power might be unintentional.
Context embeddedness of sources of power
Our findings show that in their exercise of power the funding body, the researchers and practitioners relied on diverse sources, including financial and time resources and networks (material sources), authority, legitimacy in relation to norms and values, and knowledge (ideational). Contrary to our expectation, expertise and knowledge were only marginally addressed as sources of power in our empirical material. Considering that TD scholars have widely argued for expertise to be the main criterion for involvement in TD and knowledge generation to be its main goal [77] , this counterintuitive finding requires further investigation. One possible explanation relates to our observation that researcher-practitioner interactions often took place in clearly delimited spaces and sub-projects primarily designed to accomplish transformational goals rather than knowledge production goals.
Our analysis of actors' ideational and material sources of power unveiled the importance of the different contexts. Firstly, in support of earlier findings [29, 31, 34] , the study exposed the powerful role of funding bodies in shaping the behavioural options of researchers and practitioners and showed how ambiguous or partly incoherent signals built into the programme script affected actors' sources of power-in this case, calling for participation without adapting funding mechanisms accordingly. Secondly and closely linked to the funding context, a few sources of power, such as the authority of project leaders, as well as norms and ideals of how TD processes should be (e.g., on equal footing, moving out of the ivory tower, a win-win for all participants) reside in the immediate project context. Thirdly, most sources of power are embedded in the wider context (Fig. 1) ; they stem from the practitioners' position in the practice context, e.g., their decision authority or legitimacy therein, as well as the researchers' position in the academic context and their status as knowledge authorities. Thus, they relate to established norms regarding the appropriate relation between research and practice which-when perceived to be in tension with TD-can undermine the exercise of power.
The context embeddedness of sources of power manifested particularly regarding agenda setting. Since the funding programme required research agendas to be relevant for sustainability transformations, they were inherently normative, value-laden, and contested [9] . Due to their position in the practice context, practitioners in the five projects appeared as the legitimate actors to judge which issues-albeit mostly pre-selected by the researchers-were relevant to be placed on the agendas of sub-projects. Due to their authority to implement decisions in the practice context, they appeared as the legitimate figures to judge which solutions were worth pursuing. What is perceived to be worth researching or developing relates to whose values count and where the power to realise them is located [78] . In thus shaping which futures are considered desirable or even possible and plausible [79] , participation practices within TD projects may shape socio-political developments in the practice context (twoway interactions as depicted in Fig. 1 ). This transfer of actors' power in the practice context into TD projects runs the risk of reproducing dominant societal discourses in agenda setting, rather than breaking loose of them. Concomitantly, it risks marginalising less visible and powerful ideas and actors, thus jeopardising the transformative potential of TD [10] .
Context embeddedness also crystallised in the influence of distant actors on the process and its subjects. Powerful actors in the practitioners' networks influence their participation and can in extreme cases prompt their withdrawal by revoking authorisation. Power regarding the composition of actors relates not only to this wider context, but also needs to be seen in the sense of objects and procedures within the project. That subjects, objects, and procedures of participation are co-produced [21] is supported by findings on agenda setting. Not only did the actor constellation shape which issues were put on the agenda, but the agenda also affected the actor composition. Depending on whether the agenda is perceived as truly relevant or at least not harmful to practitioners' interests, the actor constellation may change. Furthermore, the negotiation or contestation of rules and procedures of participation was identified as a strategy of keeping sensitive issues off the agenda and limiting the kinds of actors, opinions, or discourses that are rendered visible in the practice context. Thus, power in agenda setting can only be understood in the context of the subjects and procedures of participation and requires reflexivity in order to prevent the instrumental circumscription of issues previously identified for participatory technology appraisals [80] . This example also illustrates how the three components of participation interact and power-strewn path depend decisions can occur throughout TD projects. Overall, the context embeddedness of power sources urges us to understand participation practices in TD projects as situated in the wider socio-political context and predominant science-society relations [19, 25] . Power constellations within TD projects vary according to the prevailing knowledge hegemonies and hierarchies in the socio-political context as well as the dominant knowledge regimes and value orders entrenched in the academic context [34] . Thus, our analysis reinforces previous calls for considering both structure and agency in order to understand power dynamics in TD settings [23] .
Implications for research practice and governance
The exercises of power identified in this article give guidance for future (self-)reflexive processes to researchers and practitioners engaging in TD practices as well to funding bodies and science institutions calling for TD and co-creation processes.
For researchers, such an assessment provides not only the opportunity for reflexivity about their own powerful roles, but also can assist in unveiling the effects of nonformalised or weakly formalised collaborations with practitioners. In these constellations, instrumental power lies predominantly with one actor group; however, responsibilities and accountabilities are also likely to be unequally distributed. Accounting for power dynamics is useful for illuminating their potential dependencies on practitioners throughout the process and communicating and planning accordingly, thus enabling researchers to reduce their vulnerabilities to the risk of practitioners withdrawing from the process. For both researchers and practitioners, identifying the sources of power on which they rely in order to shape the TD process can help to steer or counterbalance power dynamics, i.e., by deliberately creating these sources. Moreover, reflexivity regarding the discursive power exercised by practitioners enhances awareness of the kinds of societal discourses and structures that the TD project potentially stabilises or transforms. An analysis of 'power over', as suggested by Table 1 , can serve as a basis for explorations of the potential of projects to unleash transformative power (e.g., 'power to' and 'power with').
For funding bodies, an assessment of the structural and discursive forms of power exercised through the funding regulations is particularly relevant. Funders are in a key position to transform norm systems in research practice and governance [29] . A power analysis such as illustrated in Table 1 can be useful to assess whether the programme goals are coherently reflected in the funding structures and whether these are conducive to the kinds of research processes the funding body wants to promote. If the funder aims to realise the ideals of TD, including shared ownership and responsibility, then co-leadership as well as-depending on the type of practitioners-the provision of financial means can provide critical sources of power that partly countervail asymmetries.
Similar conclusions can be drawn concerning the implementation and design of agenda-setting processes. The power analysis along the dimensions suggested in Table 1 provides insights into challenges and barriers of participatory agenda-setting processes in research. Being sensitive to power relations in agenda setting requires those initiating the process to be reflexive and transparent about how their pre-selection of issues and the rules governing the processes result in the inclusion of some and exclusion of other values and knowledge. They should be aware that within the frameworks set by the governing actors, hidden power dynamics unfold during the processes and require continuous reflection in order to ensure robust outcomes.
Limitations and future research
While a meta-analysis of power as performed in this article produces valuable insights into the diverse manifestations of power, its analytical scope remains partial. The meta-analysis and aggregation of findings were done such that it enabled the mapping of the diversity of power exercised by three types of actors in five projects while ensuring the anonymity of interviewees and projects. Consequently, the specificities and situatedness [55] of the actors and processes could only be addressed to a limited extent. In addition to analyses of power in researcher-practitioner interactions, similar analyses of power within both actor groups are needed to draw a more holistic picture of power in TD research. Observations in our empirical material about power relations among researchers, such as the powerful roles of knowledge brokers and intermediaries and the corresponding 'responsibilisation' of a few individuals [14] at the research-practice interface as well as among practitioners could not be exploited. Within the heterogeneous group of practitioners, we saw actor differences with regard to whether project-based financial resources appeared as a necessary source of power for practitioners. While NGOs and associations tended to see them as a prerequisite to ensure egalitarian interactions and practitioners' capacities to influence the process, interviewees from the private and public sectors less so felt their power over the participation process circumscribed by a lack of financial resources. At the same time, it seems, the equation of being powerful in the practice field equals power within the TD process seems oversimplified. The researchers identified strong dependencies also on practitioners such as NGOs and associations which might not have been the most powerful players in the practice field, but which were irreplaceable with regard to achieving the project-specific goals. The heterogeneity of actors within the broad groups thus warrants further attention. Moreover, the presented findings are context-bound to one funding programme in the global North and should be compared and complemented with analyses from other settings. Although the tripartite differentiation of instrumental, structural, and discursive forms of power provided useful analytical categories and enabled a clarification of the diverse manifestations of power in our empirical data, their malleable and fluid character should be noted. Moreover, because power is relational and shaped by interaction, the static depictions in Tables 1, 4 , 5, and 6 are limited in their ability to fully account for power dynamics as well as for path dependencies throughout TD projects. The latter might manifest, for example, if the terms of participation are largely pre-determined by the funder. In such a case, there is arguably diminished scope for other actors to exercise power at each of the three entry points identified in this article (subjects, objects, procedures). The methods applied and our own positionality in an accompanying research project to the funding programme limited the extent to which dynamics in everyday research practices could be grasped. Despite the fact that data collection took place at multiple times during the on-going projects, only snapshots of steadily evolving projects could be taken. Hence, actor dynamics over time were primarily accessed based on interviewees' perceptions and narrations. Some of the tacit dynamics related to power necessitate further empirical research based on a diverse methodological repertoire, including participatory observations and an assessment of project outputs with regard to whose knowledge and values are captured in them. The power and participation framework used in this article can be applied for future studies to conduct multiple analyses over the course of a TD project, thereby examining how power dynamics and perceptions thereof change and/or are cemented.
Examining the very practice of participation through a power lens opens up avenues for critical sustainability and future-orientated studies that are sensitive to power dynamics and reflexive toward their own practices. We hope to incite TD sustainability scholars to share their experiences with power within TD knowledge production processes and build a practice-related knowledge base on diverse facets of power. Such a knowledge-base will also enhance our understanding of which kinds of power structures hamper joint knowledge production and problem-solving and which structures leverage the potential of reaching knowledge production and transformational goals of TD research.
